
Mark schemes

(a)      1.      (Overall) outward pressure of 3.2 kPa;
2.      Forces small molecules out of capillary.

2

1

(b)     Loss of water / loss of fluid / friction (against capillary lining).
1

(c)     1.      High blood pressure = high hydrostatic pressure;
2.      Increases outward pressure from (arterial) end of capillary / reduces inward

pressure at (venule) end of capillary;
3.      (So) more tissue fluid formed / less tissue fluid is reabsorbed.

Allow lymph system not able to drain tissues fast enough
3

(d)     1.      Water has left the capillary;
2.      Proteins (in blood) too large to leave capillary;
3.      Increasing / giving higher concentration of blood proteins (and thus wp).

3
[9]

(a)     1.      Dissolve in alcohol, then add water;
2.      White emulsion shows presence of lipid.

2

2

(b)     Glycerol.
1

(c)     Ester.
1

(d)     Y (no mark)
Contains double bond between (adjacent) carbon atoms in hydrocarbon chain.

1

(e)     1.      Divide mass of each lipid by total mass of all lipids (in that type of cell);
2.      Multiply answer by 100.

2

(f)     Red blood cells free in blood / not supported by other cells so cholesterol helps to
maintain shape;

Allow converse for cell from ileum – cell supported by others in
endothelium so cholesterol has less effect on maintaining shape.

1

(g)     1.      Cell unable to change shape;
2.      (Because) cell has a cell wall;
3.      (Wall is) rigid / made of peptidoglycan / murein.

2 max
[10]

(a)     Calculations made (from raw data) / raw data would have recorded initial and final masses.
13
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(b)     Add 4.5 cm3 of (1.0 mol dm–3) solution to 25.5 cm3 (distilled) water.

If incorrect, allow 1 mark for solution to water in a proportion of
0.15:0.85

2

(c)     1.      Water potential of solution is less than / more negative than that of potato
tissue;

Allow Ψ as equivalent to water potential

2.      Tissue loses water by osmosis.
2

(d)     1.      Plot a graph with concentration on the x-axis and percentage change in mass
on the y-axis;

2.      Find concentration where curve crosses the x-axis / where percentage change
is zero;

3.      Use (another) resource to find water potential of sucrose concentration (where
curve crosses x-axis).

3
[8]

(a)     1.      Outside of virus has antigens / proteins;
2.      With complementary shape to receptor / protein in membrane of cells;
3.      (Receptor / protein) found only on membrane of nerve cells.

Accept converse argument
3

4

(b)     1.      No more (nerve) cells infected / no more cold sores form;
2.      (Because) virus is not replicating.

2

(c)     Prevents replication of virus.
1

(d)     MicroRNA binds to cell’s mRNA (no mark)
1.      (Binds) by specific base pairing;
2.      (So) prevents mRNA being read by ribosomes;
3.      (So) prevents translation / production of proteins;
4.      (Proteins) that cause cell death.

4
[10]

(a)     1.      Push hard – spread / squash tissue;
2.      Not push sideways – avoid rolling cells together / breaking chromosomes.

Neutral – to see cells clearly
2

5
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(b)     No (no mark)
Yes (no mark)

1.      Chromosomes / chromatids are (in two groups) at poles of spindle / at ends of
spindle;

Do not accept ‘ends of cell’

2.      V-shape shows that (sister) chromatids have been pulled apart at their
centromeres / that centromeres of (sister) chromatids have been pulled apart.

2

(c)     28.8 / 29.

If incorrect, allow:

 = 1 mark
2

[6]

(a)     0.22;
16

(b)     1.      Uptake in flask G much greater than in flask F;
2.      Showing use of ATP in flask G;
3.      Sodium ion concentration in flask G falls to zero;
4.      Showing uptake against a concentration gradient.

4

(c)     1.      (Uptake of sodium ions occurring by) facilitated diffusion;
2.      Equilibrium reached / sodium ion concentrations in solution and in cells the

same.
2

[7]

(a)     1.      Antibody has tertiary structure;
2.      Complementary to binding site on protein.

2

7

(b)     1.      Prevents false negative results;
2.      (Since) shows antibody A has moved up strip / has not bound to any

Plasmodium protein.
2

(c)     1.      Person is infected with Plasmodium / has malaria;
2.      Infected with (Plasmodium) vivax;
3.      Coloured dye where antibody C present;
4.      That only binds to protein from vivax / no reaction with antibody for falciparum.

Person is infected with P. vivax / Plasmodium vivax = 2 marks (MP1
and MP2)

4
[8]

(a)     1.      Water potential becomes lower / becomes more negative (as sugar enters phloem);
2.      Water enters phloem by osmosis;
3.      Increased volume (of water) causes increased pressure.

3

8
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(b)     1.      Rate of photosynthesis related to rate of sucrose production;
2.      Rate of translocation higher when sucrose concentration is higher.

2

(c)     1.      Rate of translocation does not fall to zero / translocation still occurs after 120
minutes;

2.      But sucrose no longer able to enter cytoplasm of phloem cells.
2

[7]

(a)     1.      Vaccine contains antigen from pathogen;
2.      Macrophage presents antigen on its surface;
3.      T cell with complementary receptor protein binds to antigen;
4.      T cell stimulates B cell;
5.      (With) complementary antibody on its surface;
6.      B cell secretes large amounts of antibody;
7.      B cell divides to form clone all secreting / producing same antibody.

5 max

9

(b)     1.      Active involves memory cells, passive does not;
2.      Active involves production of antibody by plasma cells / memory cells;
3.      Passive involves antibody introduced into body from outside / named source;
4.      Active long term, because antibody produced in response to antigen;
5.      Passive short term, because antibody (given) is broken down;
6.      Active (can) take time to develop / work, passive fast acting.

5 max
[10]

(a)

    Protein synthesis L;

  Modifies protein H;

  Aerobic respiration N;

3

10

(b)     1800−2200;
1.8, 2.0 or 2.2 in working or answer = 1 mark.

Ignore units in answer.

1 mark for an incorrect answer in which student clearly divides measured length by
actual length (of scale).

Accept I / A or I / O for 1 mark but ignore triangle.

Accept approx 60mm divided by 30μm for 1 mark
2

[5]
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(a)     1.      (Releases) toxins;
2.      Kills cells / tissues.

2. Accept any reference to cell / tissue damage

Ignore infecting / invading cells
2

11

(b)     1.      Water potential in (bacterial) cells higher (than in honey) / water potential in
honey lower (than in bacterial cells);

Q candidates must express themselves clearly

1. Must be comparative e.g. high WP in cell and low WP in honey

2.      Water leaves bacteria / cells by osmosis;
3.      (Loss of water) stops (metabolic) reactions.

3. Needs a reason why lack of water kills the cell
3

[5]

(a)     Any two from:
1.      (Decrease linked to) few(er) cases of whooping cough;
2.      (Decrease linked to) risk of / fear of side effects;
3.      Insufficient vaccine available / too expensive to produce / distribute.

3. Too expensive unqualified is insufficient for mark
2 max

12

(b)     1.      Vaccination rate increases;
2.      Fewer people to spread the disease / whooping cough / more people immune /

fewer susceptible.

2. Neutral − greater herd effect
2. Allow description of immune

   Q Reject ‘resistant’.
2

(c)     1.      More people are immune / fewer people carry the pathogen;

If neither point 1 or 2 awarded

Herd immunity = 1 mark

Unvaccinated does not mean infected

1. Q Do not accept disease for pathogen

2.      So susceptible / unvaccinated people less likely to contact infected people.
2

[6]

(a)     Regulator protein.

Accept regulator protein antigen

Reject regulator protein receptor

Ignore regular protein
1

13
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(b)     1.      Lipid soluble / hydrophobic
2.      Enters through (phospholipid) bilayer
OR
3.      (Protein part of) LDL attaches to receptor
4.      Goes through carrier / channel protein.

4. Accept by facilitated diffusion or active transport

4. Reject active transport through channel protein
2

(c)     Any two from:
1.      (Monoclonal antibody) has a specific tertiary structure / variable region / is

complementary to regulator protein

Do not award MP1 if reference to active site.

2.      Binds to / forms complex with (regulator protein)

“It” refers to monoclonal antibody in MP1 and MP2

3.      (So regulator protein) would not fit / bind to the receptor / is not complementary
to receptor

3. Reject receptor on LDL
2 max

(d)     1.      Injection with salt solution

1. Accept inject placebo in salt solution

2.      Otherwise treated the same.
2

[7]

(a)     Any five from:
1.      Cell homogenisation to break open cells;

1. Accept suitable method of breaking open cells.

2.      Filter to remove (large) debris / whole cells;

2. Reject removes cell walls.

3.      Use isotonic solution to prevent damage to mitochondria / organelles;

3. Ignore to prevent damage to cells.

4.      Keep cold to prevent / reduce damage by enzymes / use buffer to prevent
protein / enzyme denaturation;

5.      Centrifuge (at lower speed / 1000 g) to separate nuclei / cell fragments / heavy
organelles;

5. Ignore incorrect numerical values.

6.      Re-spin (supernatant / after nuclei / pellet removed) at higher speed to get
mitochondria in pellet / at bottom.

6. Must have location

Reject ref to plant cell organelles only once
5 max

14
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(b)     Principles:
1.      Electrons pass through / enter (thin) specimen;
2.      Denser parts absorb more electrons;
3.      (So) denser parts appear darker;
4.      Electrons have short wavelength so give high resolution;

Principles:

Allow maximum of 3 marks

Limitations:
5.      Cannot look at living material / Must be in a vacuum;
6.      Specimen must be (very) thin;
7.      Artefacts present;
8.      Complex staining method / complex / long preparation time;
9.      Image not in 3D / only 2D images produced.

Limitations:

Context of limitation must be clear, not simply explaining how TEM
works

E.g “allows you to see organelles as a thin section is used” is not a
limitation

Allow maximum of 3 marks

Ignore ref to colour
5 max

[10]

(a)     1.      DNA replicated;

Reject: DNA replication in the wrong stage

2.      (Involving) specific / accurate / complementary base-pairing;

Accept: semi conservative replication

3.      (Ref to) two identical / sister chromatids;

4.      Each chromatid / moves / is separated to (opposite) poles / ends of cell.

Reject: meiosis / homologous chromosomes / crossing over

Note: sister chromatids move to opposite poles / ends = 2 marks for
mp 3 and mp 4

Reject: events in wrong phase / stage
4

15

(b)     (i)      1.      To allow (more) light through;

Accept: transparent

2.      A single / few layer(s) of cells to be viewed.

Accept: (thin) for better / easier stain penetration
2
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(ii)     1.      More / faster mitosis / division near tip / at 0.2 mm;

Neutral: references to largest mitotic index

2.      (Almost) no mitosis / division at / after 1.6 mm from tip;

Accept: cell division for mitosis

Penalise once for references to meiosis

3.      (So) roots grow by mitosis / adding new cells to the tip.

Accept: growth occurs at / near / just behind the tip (of the root)

Accept: converse arguments
2 max

[8]
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